Most Cited Paper Award 2011

ICIC International presents its third annual “Most Cited Paper Award” for *International Journal of Innovative Computing, Information and Control*. The most cited paper award offers an alternative to committee-selected “best papers”. The only objective and transparent metric that is highly correlated with the quality of a paper is the number of citations. We hope that the design of this most cited paper award will ensure fairness and equal opportunity for all authors published in the Journal. It is our hope that this award will serve authors as a means of recognition and thanks that they have chosen to publish their best work in *International Journal of Innovative Computing, Information and Control*. We also hope to inspire others to submit their best work to the journal.

Papers for this distinction are determined solely based on the highest number of cites, excluding self-citations, received for all journal articles published in 2009 [data culled out from ISI Web of Knowledge reports, http://apps.isiknowledge.com [created on 15 January 2012]. For 2011, three articles will share the award:

- Chun-Ta Li, Min-Shiang Hwang and Yen-Ping Chu, An efficient sensor-to-sensor authenticated path-key establishment scheme for secure communications in wireless sensor networks, vol.5, no.8, pp.2107-2124, 2009.
- Tao Wang, Shaocheng Tong and Yongming Li, Robust adaptive fuzzy control for nonlinear system with dynamic uncertainties based on backstepping, vol.5, no.9, pp.2675-2688, 2009.

We congratulate the authors on this achievement.

**Chun-Ta Li** received the Ph.D. degree in Computer Science and Engineering from National Chung Hsing University, Taiwan, in 2008. He is currently an assistant professor of the Department of Information Management, Tainan University of Technology, Tainan, Taiwan. He is a member of IEEE, a member of Chinese Information Security Association, a member of Future Technology Research Association International, a member of IFIP WG 11.3, a member of Machine Intelligence Research Labs, and an editorial board member of International Journal of Network Security. His research interests include information security, wireless sensor networks, mobile computing, and security protocols for ad hoc networks. Dr. Li has published more than 40 papers in international journals and international conferences.
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Min-Shiang Hwang received his PhD Degree in Computer and Information Science from National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan, in 1995. He is currently the Dean of College of Computer Science and a Chair Professor of the Department of Computer Science and Information Engineering at Asia University, Taichung, Taiwan. He is a member of IEEE, ACM, and Chinese Information Security Association. His current research interests include electronic commerce, database and data security, cryptography, image compression, and mobile computing. He has published 100+ international journal papers in the above research fields.

Yen-Ping Chu is currently a Professor of the Department of Computer Science, Tunghai University, Taichung, Taiwan. His research interests include distributed systems, computer networks and computer-assisted learning.

Tao Wang received the BSc Degree in Mathematics from Northeastern Normal University, P.R. China, and the MSc degree in Applied Mathematics from Liaoning Normal University, P.R. China, in 1988 and 2000, respectively.

She is currently a professor in the Department of Basic Mathematics, Liaoning University of Technology. Her current research interests include fuzzy reasoning, fuzzy control and nonlinear adaptive control.

Shaocheng Tong received the BSc degree in Mathematics from Jinzhou Normal College, Jinzhou, China, the MSc degree in Fuzzy Mathematics from Dalian Marine University, Dalian, China, and the PhD degree in Control Theory from Northeastern University, Shenyang, P.R. China, in 1982, 1988, and 1997, respectively. He is currently a Professor in the Department of Basic Mathematics, Liaoning University of Technology, Jinzhou, China. He has authored over 60 papers in international journals including IEEE Transactions on Fuzzy Systems, IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks, IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics-Part B, Fuzzy Sets and Systems, and Information Sciences. His current research interests include fuzzy sets and systems theory, nonlinear adaptive control, and intelligent control.
Yongming Li received the BSc degree and the MSc degree in Applied Mathematics both from Liaoning University of Technology, Jinzhou, P.R. China, in 2004 and 2007, respectively. He is currently a Lecturer with the Department of Basic Mathematics, Liaoning University of Technology, and also pursuing his PhD degree in Transportation Information Engineering & Control in Dalian Maritime University, Dalian, P.R. China.

His research interests include fuzzy control, neural network control, and adaptive control for nonlinear systems.

Shuming Wang received his BSc and MSc degrees in Applied Mathematics both from Hebei University, China, and PhD degree in Engineering at Waseda University, Japan. He was a Special Research Fellow of Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) from April 2009 to March 2011. Since April 2011, Dr. Wang has come a Visiting Research Associate at Waseda University, Japan, and he is now with China Galaxy Securities Company as a Research Associate, Beijing, China.

Dr. Wang has published more than 20 papers in international journals and conferences, including IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Part B: Cybernetics, IEEE Transactions on Fuzzy System, IEEE Transactions on Industrial Informatics, and Information Sciences. His research interests mainly are on imprecise probability theory, soft computing, operational research, and management engineering. He also authored a Monograph “Fuzzy Stochastic Optimization: Theory, Models and Algorithms”, published by Springer-Verlag, New York, March 2012.


Junzo Watada received his BSc and MSc degrees in Electrical Engineering both from Osaka City University, Japan, and Doctor of Engineering degree by research on Fuzzy Multivariate Analysis from Osaka Prefecture University, Japan. He is currently a Professor of Knowledge Engineering, Soft Computing and Management Engineering at the Graduate School of Information, Production & Systems, Waseda University, Japan. Before moving to Academia, he was with Fujitsu Co. Ltd. His research interests include decision making and management of technology and engineering as well as fuzzy system methodologies. Recently he works actively on meta heuristics and financial engineering.
Dr Watada has published some 600 papers including 50 book chapters, 150 journal papers, about 400 international conference papers, including two monograms. He has delivered keynotes and tutorials on his research topics at various international conferences and institutes. Dr Watada now serves as Executive Chair of International Society of Management Engineers. He was the President of Bio-Medical Fuzzy Systems Association (2001-2003), the Vice President of Japan Society for Fuzzy Theory and Systems (1993-1995), and a board committee member of Japan Society for Fuzzy Theory and Systems. He is also an editor or editorial board member for over 20 international journals. Dr Watada is a Fellow of the Society of Japan Intelligent Informatics and Fuzzy Systems, and he has received a number of prestigious awards, including Henri Coanda Medal in Romania (2002); The best paper award in KAIS2011, and so on.